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When working with E0L forms, equality, anguages .rod of languag~ families has tradition- 
ally been considered moduIo the empty wot e to avoid trwiai but cumaersome distinct~oi~s of 
cases, Despite this fact, the role of e-produc~ )ns is often significant in L form theory, In 
particular, it has previously been shown tha', v 'replete forms must b~ve -productions We 
strengthen tuis result by proving that vom?', :, forms must even h;,,ve e-productioi'.~, for 
nonter~inals. Based on this theorem we esta Lsh that there ar~ E0L forms witl: the property 
that any form equivalent E0L fo~'m ust gen ate the empty word. Thus, despite the fact that 
we define equality of langueges modulo e, x~ are still unable to ignore the presence of the 
empty word in languages wben studying L forms The proc ~ of our main theorem isbased on a 
number of lemmas which allow to show that certain E0L forms are not fcrm equivalent, in ,dew 
of the difficulty of proving or disproving form equivalence of arbitrary E0L form~ (conjectured 
to be re:decidable) these lemmas may well be of independent i terest. 
O. ~ntroduction 
In [5] the notion of an E0L form was introduced together with the definition of 
completepess and vompleteness a follows. An E0L form F is co;nplefe if for each 
E0L form F1 there exists an interpretation F'  of F such that L(FI): :  L(F'). An 
E0L form F is vomplete if for each E0L form F~ there exists an interpretation F'
of F such th~,~ .Le(F0 = ~(F ' ) .  
The exist: ,co of complete E0L forms was first shown in [5], of vor:~plete E0L 
forms in [6]. In [6] it is also proven that vomplete E0L forms c~nnot be 
propagating. Sp,~cifically, all forms shown to be vomplete in [6] contain e- 
productions, ior nonterm~nals. This suggests to examine w~ether e-productions for 
nonterminals are really essentir~l or whether e-productions for terminals uffice 
for vomple%,~ess. In our main theorem (Theorem 3.3) we show that e- 
productions lor nonterminals are indeed necessary for vompleteness. We obtain 
this result by presenting an E0L form F such that any form equivalexat ~orm G has 
an e-production for at least on," nonterminal, For deriving this fact we establish a
number of technical lemmas t rst, these lemmas giving a connection between 
derivations in an E0L form an~: the length sets of its interpretations. 
Based on Theo~ em 3.3 it is possible to exhibit an E0L form F with the property 
that any form equivalent EOI., form generates the empty word. This i,~; surprising 
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in as much as equality of languages and language families is defined modulo the 
empty word. 
The remainder of this paper is divided into three sections containing pre- 
liminaries, a number of technical lemmas, and the main results, respectively. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basics of formal language theot3t 
and is refered to [7], [3] or [4] for notions not further explained. For basic 
information on L forms [5] should be consulted. 
1.  P re l iminar ies  
In this ~ection we review baaic notions from L form theory. For further details 
and motivation [5] should be consulted. 
An E0L system G is a quadruple G = (V, ~, P, S) where V is a fi~.ir.e set of 
symbols, ~c  V is the set of terminals, V-Y? the set of nonterminals, 5~ V-,~ is 
the startsymbol, and P is a finite set of pairs (a. x) with a ~ V and x ~ V* such that 
for each a e V at least one such pair is in f "Vb "~ elements p = (a, x) of P are 
called productions and are usually written a -  .3 is called deterministic, if for 
each ~x c V exactly one production a -~ x is in ~ . ,d G is called propagating if in 
each production a---> x the righthand side x di ~.  from the empty word e. 
For ,vords x = ~10~2 " " " '~'1 with a, E V ali~ Y = YtY2 " " " Y;, with y, 
V* ( l~ i~<n)  we write x~y if al--+y~ is a production of P for every i=  
G 
i ,2 ,  . . . .  n. 
o n 
We writ:e x~x for every x in V* and write x~y if for some z in 
~_, o . o ÷ 
V* x => z - - -&  y holds. By x :=> y we mean x g y for some n >~ 0, and by x :=> y 
G G CA G G 
n 
we mean x ~ y [or some n ~ 1. For convenience, the E0L system G will often not 
G 
be indicated below the arrow ~ if it is understood by the conte×t. A sequence of 
words x0, x~ . . . . .  x, with x0~ x~ ~" .  ~ x~. is called a derivation (of length n 
leading from xo to x~). The iar, suage generated by an E0L system G = (V,~, P, S) 
is denoted by L(G) and defined as 
L(G)={x~* I S~ x }. 
Fcr convenience, languages which differ by at most e will be considered equal. 
Classes of languages will be considered equal if for any nonempty language in one 
class a langv.age in the other class, and conversely, exists which differs by at most 
e. For a set Mot  symbols and a set N o ~ words M-~ N denotes the set of 
productions {a --~ x ] a e M, x E NL For a word x, alph (x) is the set of MI symbols 
occurring in x. The length set of an E0L system G is denoted by LStG) and 
defined by LS(G) ={Ixl] x eL(G)}. 
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An E0L form F is an E0L system, F=(V ,~,P ,S ) .  An E0L system F:= 
(V', s:,, p,, S') is called an i~ terpretation of F (modulo tz), symbolically F' <~ FOx), 
if /~ is a substitution define, i on V and (i)-(v) hold: 
(i) /x(A) c_ V ' -  ,~' for each A ~ V-  ~, 
(ii) /z(a) _.q ~ '  for each a ~ ~, 
(iii) ~(~)n~(/3)=0 for all a~/3  in V, 
(iv) p'c_/~(p) where /z(P) := U . . . .  ~,/a.(o.')-~ tz(x), 
(v) S '~ tz(S), 
~3(F)={F' I .F ' -oF} is the fatuity of ~~OL ]b r .~ generc~.~ed by F, and ~(F)= 
{L(F') [ F'<3F} is the family of langua ~ generated by F. 
Two E0L forms F, and F~ are called a iva lent  if L (F , )= L(F~), and are called 
form equivalent if ~(F~)= ~(F~)~ 
An E0L form F is called complete, if .~(F)= ~Eo~ (~:he family of all EOI_ 
languages). An E0L form F is called von'~ ~e~'e (introduced as abbreviation of very. 
complete in [5]) ff for each EOL form ~ an interpretation F'  of F exists with 
~e(V,) = Le(V'). 
2,, Tectmical lemmas 
In this section we present a number  of lemma,~ ce~:erning the relationship 
between derivations in an EOL form a~d properties of the length sets of its 
interpretations. 
Detmitio,~. Let F be an E0L form. A set M of integers is called (F)-umqr~e if for 
each m in M there exists exactly one terminal word x ~ L(F) of lengfla m. An 
integer k forces a set M (in F), if for each interpretation F'  of F ~'e have: 
k ~-LS(F'I in,plies Mc  LS(F) .  ~inally, a word x is called (F)-de~zrministic f there 
exists exac~ , one derivation leading from the start-symbol of F to x. 
l .elama 2.L  Let F = (¥; ~, P, S) be an E0L fo rm Me_ LS(F) and k ~ LS(F). I f  k 
forces M, thei~ [or a~,y derivation s ~ Xl ~ xz ~ • • • -~. x, :ff • " " whi~ '. comains a 
terminal word of length It we have M~ {[x~L ! x~ is a terminal word}. 
Proof. (By contradiction). Assume there exists a derivation 
D: S=wo~ w,=) • ' :>w, -~=)w,=y,  
where y is a terminal word of I :ngth k, but for some I e M the derivation contains 
. 
no terminal word of iength l and for ~11 x e ,~ ~ with y ~ ~¢ we have lxl ~ I. We will 
show that this assumption leads to a contradiction by "isolating" a derivation 
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based on D. We consider the derivation 
S = Wo=> w~=> . .  .~  w,_l=> w, = y 
amt we rename the symbols of the word WoW~ • "" w,_~ using symbols not in V 
such that no symbol occurs twice in the new word w~w'~ •" " w ' - t .  We define an 
E0L form F '= (V ' ,  ~' ,  P', S') with S '= w~ by taking P' = PU/~, where /~ contains 
exactly those productions obtained from productions of P by the renaming 
required for the derivation 
S'= w~ w~ . . .  ~ w'._~ ~ y. 
Clearly, F'  i~ an interpretation of F, k ,:_ LS(F') but 16 LS(F;). Thus M_~LS(F')  
does not hold in contradiction to the fact that k forces M. 
Lemma 2.2. Let F= (V, 2, P, S) be an E0L fo,'m, let D: S ~ xl ~ x2 ~ • • • 
~,,. = z be a derivation for an F-deterministic word z, k = Izl, for which {k~ is 
F-unique. Then k forces M = {Ix, I I x, is a fermi .al  werd, 1 <- i <- m}. 
lh:oof. (By contradiction). Consider a der ivatk ~ as above and assume that k 
does not force M. Then there exists an interpr: ~ . .~n F '<IF0x) ,  with k ~ LS(F') 
but I ~ LS(F') for at !east one I ~ M. Heuce we ha  ~ a derivation 
D' :  S '  : '~ yi =~' y2 ::~' • • ' ::> y .  = w 
F' F' F' F' 
where w is a terminal word of length k and D '  contains no terminal word of 
length 1. Thus 
D": S =>/x-I(yt)  :~, • • • --%', --1 = (y.) ~-~(w) 
F F F 
' -1{ coi~tains no terminal word of length I. Since k = [zl = Iwl = ~ ,w)l and {/,:} is 
F-unique, we have /z-~(w) = z. Thus D" and D are two different derivations 
leading from S to z, in contradiction to te fact :hat z is F-determinist ic.  
l , emma 2.3. Let F=(V,V~, P ,S)  be an E0L  form, let zaL(F )  with k =]z I be a,z 
F-deterministic word such that {k} is F-u:qque. If  
J 
ts a derivation in which x,,÷j (j >- 1) is F-deterministic and z @ w implies w = xm÷i, 
F 
lh,'n k forces M={]x~l [ x, is a terminal word, 1 <-i<~m-~ j}. 
]P roo f .  (By contradiction), Assume that there exis,s a derivation 
D: S~'  X I~ Xz - -> ' ' '~  Xr~=Z~, X,~+t::>'' '  ~ Xm+j 
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with above properties and that k does not force M. Then there exi~sts an 
interpretation F'~F(tt) ,  with k~LS(F ' )  but I~LS(F ' )  for at least one l~M.  
Hence we have a derivation 
D':  S '~  y, ~ yz:=> ' • • ~ y. = w :~ y.+, f f  ' • " :~ y,,+i 
F; F' F' /:' F' F' 
where w is a terminal word of length k and 9 '  c~ntains no term','nal word of 
length I. Thus  
D": S ~ w- l (y0  :~ . .  • ~ t~-~(y.) = ~ '(w) ~ t~ -~(y.+0 ~, ,  • ~ ~-~(y.+~) 
contains no word of length I. Since k = Iz[ = w[ = I/x-a(w)! and {k} ~s F-unique, we 
have tz-~(w) = z and thus z ~ t~-~(y,+i). By the assumption of Lemma 2.3 this 
v 
implies tz- l(y.+~)= x,,+ r Hence D and ~ " are two different d,~,rivations of the 
F-determinist ic word x~+~, ~, contradiction. 
l .~mraa 2.4. Let F~ and F2 be E0L  forms with ~(F1)__..o~,(F2). If k forces M ,in F:, 
then k forces M in F1. 
I~ot~. (By contradiction). Assume that ,t: does not force M in F~. I.e. there exists 
an interpretation F'a of F~ such that k ~ LS(F~) but M~ LS(F'0. This implies that 
k does not force M in F2, since L(F'0 ~ ~(F1) ~ ~(Fz). 
]~efiFJtion. Let F= (V, .~, P, S) be an ~rbitrary E0L  system. The (F)-tree el a 
v:,~rd x is an infinite tree whose nodes are labeled by words over V*, whose root is 
~a?,eled x and which has for every derivation x ~ x~ ~ x2 ~x3 f f  • " ' ~ x., ~ •. • 
a path witl- ~9ot x and nodes x, x~, x2 . . . .  , xm, . .  in that order. A word x is 
called (F)-prolific if on every patna of the F-t~ee of x there are infioitely many 
terminal words. 
lLenlma 2.5. Let Fa and F 2 be Ec)L fo:ms with .~(F1) c_ ~g(F2). I f  z e L(F2) is an 
F2-pzolifie w.:d :nd {k}= {Iz[} is F2-uniqt, e, then any terminal wrrd y ~ L (F0  of 
length k comai~s at ~!east one F:prolific symbol. 
ProoL (By co~tradiction): Ass ' :me that there exists a word y ~ L(F1) of Length k 
containing no prolific symbol. We show that this leaas to a contradiction. Let 
F1=(VI, XZI, P1, SO, F2=(V2, Z2, P2, S2) and y=ala2" " " ak(ai~.Z~, l ~ i~k) .  
For each a~ choose a subset pt~' of P~ such that the set 
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is finite. This is possible because none of the terminals a~ is prolific. Define 
p<'>= {~('>-~ x(°  l c~ ~ x ~ e('>} 
wherex  ")-- () ) " -a~ a:, . . . .  a~ ) for x = ata~"  .a, , .  For the derivation 
St=wo'~ wt~" '~ w, - t~ w, ,=y 
rename the symbols in WoW~ ""  w,,_~w, to obtain a word w~w~ •.. w',_lw~, such 
a(1  ~ ~1,2) • • ~(kk) that no symbol occurs twice and such that w,= ~ a2 • . Let /5  be the set 
of exactly those productions obtained from P~ by the renaming required for the 
derivation 
Define F~ = (V't, v~, p~, S~) with P': = U~=~/5(°u/5. Evidently, F'~<IF~,L(F~)is 
finite and we have L(F'0 e ~l, F t )~ ~(F2).  Thu  2'(Fa) contains a finite language 
which contains a word of length k. Since {k] :~, :-unique and the only word 
z e L (~)  of length k is prolific, each languag, Le(F:) containing a word of 
le~gth k is infinite, a contradiction. 
3. Main resldts 
Lemma 3.1. Le~ F be the E0L form F = ({a, b, c, d, e, S, X}, {a, b, c, d, e}, P, S) 
with 
p = {s  -..~ ~ab,  S -.-~ eb,  a .--~ X ,  b -o  d,  d .~  c, d -o  e, c -.+ c-~, e ---~ e3,  X ---~ e}.  
Then any form equivalent E0L ]orm F1 =(V1,2~,  P~, S~) contains at least one 
production of the type A --~ e, where A is a noaterminal of V~ - ~t. 
Proof. (Ey contradiction): Assume that ther(' exists an E0L form Ft= 
(VI, .Y~, Pt, St) with 5q(F)= .~(FO where P1 contains no productions of the type 
A ~ e, A e X,'~ _vp  Since L(F) e .~(F)  there must exist an E0L form F~---~FI(/~ ) 
with L (F )= L(F~). From the fact that F't =(V~, .~[, P'~, S't) does not contain a 
production of the type A ~ e, A ~_ V't-~S~, that L(F~)= L(F) and that .~(F'~.) G 
~(F)  we derive a number  of properties of F~ which finally combine into a 
contradiction. 
(1) For eve)y derivation S x ~ y, x and y terminal words, 
F F 
either S ' t~x  y or S't y~x.  
FI '  F l '  F l '  F l '  
Proof of (1). Every word y ~ L(F) is F-determinist ic and {iY]} is F-unique. By 
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Lemma 2.2, [Yl forces {Ixl} in F, k, ence by Lemma 2.4 also in F~. By Lemma 2.1, 
the result follows. 
(2) In any derivation S~ =:) Yt :=~ Y2 =)' " " " with y+ = eb for so:r~e i, we also have 
yj = e3d for some ]. 
1 
tb+oo[ of (2). eb is F-dete-ministic, {2} is F-unique, eb .~ x implies x = e3d, e3d 
is F-deterministic. Hence by Lemma 2.3 ', forces {4} in E By Lemma 2.4, 2 forces 
{4} in F~. Since {2} and {4} are F'~ uniq the result fol!ows by Leraraa 2.l. 
+ 
(3) aab ~ c. 
÷ 
Proof of (3). S =), aab ~ c. By (1), el, ~er aab ~ c or c ~ aab. The second 
F F F,' F,' 
alternative is clearly impossible. 
(4) a e and b~,  c for some n~l .  
UI' FI' 
n 
Proof of (4). aab ~ c by (3); a ~ c is impossible, since then also a ~ e and 
Ft' 
n rl 
b ~ e giving aab ~ c ~ ~ L(F). Hepce a ~ e and b ~ c. 
(5) In F'~ there exist no derivations c ~ e and e ~ e. 
Proof o/(5). We prove the impossibility of c ~ e ; e ~ e is shown ar, alogously. 
If we have c ~ e then c is not F~-prolific. However, since c is F-prolific and {1} is 
Fl" 
F-unique, any terminal word y~.L(F~) of length 1--and there is onb: one such 
word, name'y c---contains at least oo~ F~ prolific symbol, by Lerrma 2.5, a 
contradiction. 
(6) e3d :9 e '~ and eb _ e3d. 
[i' FI 
Proof of (6). We will prove e3d ~ eg; eb ~ e~d is seen similarly. We ha~e 
FI '  F~' 
e3d :~ e 9. Since eg~ e3d is impossible by (5), we have e~d ~ e ~ by (1). 
F FI '  Ft' 
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(7) in F'~ there are no derivations e @ e or e ~ e" 
FI' FI ' 
Prc)~f of (7).  Suppose  e ~ e ho lds .  Then  e is not  F~ prol i f ic .  S ince  e 9 is F 
F)' 
prolific; at least one symbol of e 9 tl lust be F'~ prolific by [ .emma 2.5, a contradic- 
tion. Suppose e ~ e 2 holds. Then eg~ e~S~ L(F), a contradiction. 
FI' FI' 
(8) d O e. 
FI' 
Proof of (8). e3d ~ e 9 is a derivation D by (6). If in D we would have 
.-g * 
d ~ x~ e, then e ~ e ~ with i~2 ,  contradicting ~' ~r (5). 
• P1-  (9~ {b-- - ->e,c-- ->e,e-- - ->e}f~ ' 0 .  
Proof of (9). c ~ e and e ~ e are not in ~°'1 by (5). We have eb => e3d by (6). In 
FI' 
this derivation, e => e 3 must hold since e ~ e ~ (i ~ 2) is impossible by (5) and (7) 
and r :~ c3d is clearly impossible since it would allow to generate (e3d)9~ L(F). 
, 
Thus the production b --~ ¢. would allow the derivation eb :~ e 3, a contradiction. 
FI' 
(10) In F; there exi~;ls no derivation c ~ d. 
Proof of (10). Clear, since ceLeF) ,  but dd-L(F). 
(11) For every derivation 
D: b => x~ ::~ x2::~ " " ::~ x . - l  ::~ c 
Fl' El' FI' FI' FI' 
there exists an i, 1 <~ i ~ n - 1 with x, = d. 
Proof of (11). Consider any derivation D: b ~ c. Such derivation exists by (4)). 
Fl' 
Since eb e L(F~), we can use D to obtain a derivation D'  as follows:' 
D': S~ ~ eb ~ uv~q ~ • • " :=> u , , - l x . _ l  ~ u~c :~ . • • . 
FI '  F¢  P'I' FI' Ft '  FI" 
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By (o), eSd must c~ccur in D'. ead ~ eb is impossible by (5); ~,c :~ e3d is 
FI ,  to,i, 
impossible since c ~ e does not hold! by (5), c ::~ d does not h':,id by (10), and 
F I '  ~:1' 
c ~ eid (i ~ 1) is imporsible s~nce (e~d)S~ L(F') could be derived; hence we must 
have eb ~ ead =~ u,c in D'. By (5) and (77 and the above argument e -~, e ~ has 
. 
been used in D', hence b .~ d has Seen u~ A in D', hence in D, co,acluding the 
argument. 
(i2) S~ ~ v.Xvd and uXv~ e for u, ve V'*, X~ V~-~;. 
F I '  
Proof of (12). We have 
n 
S'x ~ aab ~ c 
El' FI' 
by (3). Indeed we have 
n 
D~: a ~ e and 
F I '  
by (4). By (1l) we have: 
Thus, 
D2: b~c 
F¢ 
n I a 2 
Dz: b~d~c 
l::l' El' 
fo r  n l  + n 2 - -  n .  
S~ ~ aab ~ wwd -~ c. 
Fa' F~' FI' 
Since e3d is the only word of L(F'I) ending on d, and e3~ ww for every w, we 
n.  
must have ww= ltXv with Xe  V~-.~'~, u~ ~ I,"1;: and t,Xv ~ c. 
F t ' 
(13) a ~ e uoes not occur in P't. 
Proof of (13'. Since b =5 d by (i1), a ~ e would allow to derive aab ~ d~ 
L(F'I). 
(14) d--~ e does not occur in P~. 
Proof of (14). Suppose d --> e ,'~curs in P~ By (12) we have 
S~ ~ uXod ~ z~ y~ e. 
We have z # e since X ~ e ¢ P~ by assumption. By ~he same assumption, y ~_ ~f '1*- 
But then ye(~-{a ,  b, ¢, e})*, since a, b, c and ,e have no ~-production ~y i9) 
and (13). Since no such y is tn I.(F;) we have a co~,tradiction. 
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We are now finally in a position to combine observations 0 ) - (14)  i~lto a 
contradiction: 
Consider the derivations: 
i 
DI: uXv .~ e (i~>2) 
as in (12) (Observe that i F  2 since X - - )e  is not in P'~). 
D2: S'1 ~ uXvd 
as in (12). 
D3: d© e (j~>2) 
by (8) and (14). On the basis of DI and D3 we :~" 
i - I  i | 
uXv- - '~ .y~e and d~z@~' ,  
where y and ze : (Z ' l -{a ,  b, c, d, e}) ÷, since nont~rminals do not have e- 
productions by a~sumption and none of the terminals {a, b, c, d, e} has an 
e-production by :9), ( i3) and (14). Thus, the terminal words v and z do not 
belong to L(F'~). Using D2 followed by D~ and D3 we obtain: 
wt~ere m = max (i, j) and w is equal to y, z or yz, depending on whether i > ], j > i 
or i= j  Since {y, z, yz}NL(F '0=~ this is a contradiction and the proof is 
complete. 
In contrast to Lemma 3.1 we now show that e~productions fc.r nonterminals 
cao be removed if the form at issue does not generate the empty word. 
Lemma 3.2. Let j: = ( V, v. p, S) be an E0L form such that L(F) does not contain 
e. Then there ~xists a form equivalent E0L .form F~ =(V~, Y,~, P~, S) where P~ 
contains no production of the type A --~ e. A ~ V1 - ~1. 
l~raot. (The idea ,of this Lemma is due to G. Rozenberg). Define 
V~= VL  {[p]lp:a--~ x~P,x# e}U{~}, 
t"~={~-. [p] , [p]~ xlp:a--- ,  x~P,x~ e } 
u~o:. -~  L' I ~ -~ e ~ P]p J{~'~ e ) . 
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(We assume that P contains at least one production of t~ae type ~ -~, ~, a ~ V-Z ,  
since otherwise the Lemma holds for F= F~). To establi:d'~ that F and F~ are form 
equivalent i suffices to show that for each F'<I Faa  F; <IF~ with L(F')= L(F~) 
can he constructed, and that for each F[ </F~ an F '< F with L(F)--= L(F[) can be 
found. The details do not pose any problems arm are left to the reader. 
Observe the role of ~' it: ;lie proof of above lemm,:t: ~/ is a terminal symbol, 
~ince it has been explicitly specified ~s mere er of 27~. However, ~ does not occur 
in any word of L(F0. Such terminal symbol: ,ave alreacly played an imr,~c, rtant roie 
in previous papers uch as [7] and [2]. For oi . ,ms reasons they are called "pseudo- 
terminals". Lamina 3.2 is only true because c~ the: existence of pseudotermina!s. 
Observe that Lemnaa 3.1 is true despite the exi,, :ence of pseudoterminals. Possib! e
pseudoterminals have been taken into ce~iaeration: the set Z [ -{a ,  b,c, c} 
mentioned in observation (14) contains d m I potential pseudoterminals; the set 
~2;-{a, b, c, d, e} used in the f.~nal argumen,' ~f the proof of Lemma 3.1 is either 
empty or co;3sists of pseudotelminals only. 
We are now ready to state the main theorems e~ this paper. 
Theorem 3.3. A vomplete E0L form H= (V, 22, F, S) mu,~t contain at least one 
production of the type A --~ e, A E V - ~. 
Proof (By contradiction): Assume H=(V,X ,  P, S) is a vomplete E0L form 
without a production of the type A ~ E, A ~ V-  £. Consider tae E0L form F of 
Lemma 3.i. Sir~cc H is complete, there exists an E0L form t '~-- (Vz~,  P~, S~) 
which is an interpretation f H and is form equivalent wffh F. Since F1 contains 
no production , f  the type A -*  e, A ~ Vt-N~ this contradicts Lemma 3. t. 
Theorem 3.4. "1 here exists an E0L fc, rm F such that every form £quicalent E0L 
form F~ generates e. 
]Proof. Let F be the form of Lemma 3.1. Suppose that a ,orm equivalent E0L 
form P does not generate ~. By Lamina 3.2 we can construct a form equivalent 
E0L form F~ = (~/~, ~,  P~, S) whi;h contains no production of the type A --~ e, 
A ~ V1---~I. Since F and F~ are form equivalent this contradicts Lemma 3.1. 
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